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McAfee VirusScan Enterprise 8.7i – End
of Life announcement. McAfee VirusScan
Enterprise 8.7i (Full Version) was released
in 2005 for approximately US$1,169,
compared to Windows Virus Scan
Enterprise (W-VSE) 9.7, which is roughly
$45,000. McAfee VirusScan Enterprise
8.7i (Full Version) was originally released
on August 26, 2005, as a replacement for
the product McAfee VirusScan Enterprise
8.5.1, which was an upgrade to W-VSE
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(Full Version) includes the following
features:· Protects Microsoft Office 2016
files from different Office 2010-standard
and Office 2000-standard viruses;· Detects
and removes new variants of viruses,
malware and other malicious programs·
Detects and removes hundreds of new and
dangerous viruses, trojans, worms,
spyware, and other malware in advance·
Prevents new viruses and malware from
being installed on computers during the
day· Detects and removes viruses and
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malware when files are opened· Detects
and removes viruses and malware during
compression McAfee VirusScan
Enterprise 8.7i (Full Version) was
originally released on August 26, 2005, as
a replacement for the product McAfee
VirusScan Enterprise 8.5.1, which was an
upgrade to W-VSE 8.5 1 9. McAfee
VirusScan Enterprise 8.7i (Full Version)
includes the following features:· Protects
Microsoft Office 2016 files from
different Office 2010-standard and Office
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2000-standard viruses;· Detects and
removes new variants of viruses, malware
and other malicious programs· Detects and
removes hundreds of new and dangerous
viruses, trojans, worms, spyware, and
other malware in advance· Prevents new
viruses and malware from being installed
on computers during the day· Detects and
removes viruses and malware when files
are opened· Detects and removes viruses
and malware during compression McAfee
VirusScan Enterprise 8.7i (Full Version)
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